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       st. 31.25mg 2CB at 9:00AM                           11 Nov. 81
          + 6.25 -> 37.5

            Zachary Carpenter (Blind person)                       ~45-5 y.
            This is my statement about my state of mind, circumstances and
            intentions prior to the trip experience tomorrow, Nov. 12th.
            I'm satisfied with my new work as a mental health supervisor
            in a half-way house for mentally ill persons being rehabilitated.
            I'm enjoying the intense but very human involvement with the
            situations of the residents. I also like the intimate working
            relationship with fellow staff members. This work has helped
            to overcome the sense of isolation and estrangement I've been
            feeling for the past several years.
            My work with the Course In Miracles and other spiritual practices
            has changed dramatically in recent months, giving me a strong
            sense of the reality of transformation.
            Tripping and social experiences with the Misfits has also
            contributed to overcoming the sense of isolation and the awakening
            of Spirit, although this has sometimes taken me through stormy
            places.
            Although I feel my life has been improving recently, I still
            need to work on the following problems.
                  A.  I'd like to develop further connectedness with other
                      people.
                  B.  I feel my sexuality has diminished, particularly after
                      my blindness, and I'd like to recover pleasurable
                      sexual feeling during orgasms. I've not had a satisfactory
                      sexual relationship with a woman for many years, and I'd
                      like to discover if this is still possible.
                  C.  I've sometimes been anxious about my inability to feel
                      very strongly emotionally, and I hope to more fully
                      experience positive affect--- the opening of the heart
                      chakra and the experience of loving feelings, which I
                      don't now experience.

  9:20  odor present

  9:30  chill all over

 10:15  6.25mg 2CB (37.50mg total) low nausea

 11:15  seems tired + sleepy, asked for Ritalin - refused

  2:00  bathroom + said still strong part of experience

  3:00  did not want music ect. - rare for Zachary


